
At Chuco, we live and breath Tanium — and we have a track record that proves it. Our team has executed projects 

for over 100 companies across a diverse range of industries, including: financial services, insurance, technology, 

retail, manufacturing, and automotive companies.  

 

 

Through years of hands-on experience, we’ve developed a deep 

understanding of what it takes to make organizations successful 

with Tanium at scale. In the process, we’ve developed extensive 

best practices for tackling common enterprise use cases and the 

skill to handle a variety of cutting-edge and one-off scenarios. 

 

As we’ve grown, we’ve organized ourselves to work in the ways 

that best serve our clients. Often that means engaging on a 

specific project with an established timeline and defined goals.  

 

Increasingly our customers have asked us to serve as a virtual 

member of their internal Tanium team. In response, we’ve created 

a new engagement models, including managed services, that offer 

even higher touch engagement from our team, on demand. 

 

So whether you’re starting your Tanium journey, or investing in an 

ambitious vision, we’re ready to support your long term success. 

 

Chuco Project Engagements 
 

Advisory Services: Assessing objectives and setting  

direction for your long term Tanium success  

Tanium Server Deployment: Standing up Tanium server 

and endpoints  

Tanium Product Module Deployment: Bringing Tanium 

Patch, Deploy, or other modules live  

Expanding Tanium Adoption / Use Cases: Replacing legacy 

systems, security hygiene, incident response, and more 

Chuco Managed Services 

Taking on day-to-day operational  

responsibility for administering  

Tanium across your organization 



When it comes to driving customer success, Chuco’s significant experience means organizations consistently 

achieve the results they expect, on time and on budget. Where engaged on a specific project, or as a  managed 

services provider, Chuco is trusted by clients to support them long term, across the entire Tanium spectrum: 

Real time network device inventory, in your inbox 

Customized historical environment data 

Industry-leading visibility 

Compliance-supporting data 

Tanium Discovery — Visibility Across the Enterprise 

Comprehensive inventory of hardware and software 

Automate reporting 

CMDB enrichment 
 

Tanium Asset —  Comprehensive Inventory and Reporting 

Quickly install, update, or remove software 

Custom install packages 

Windows 10 upgrades 

Self-service enablement  

Tanium Deploy — Centralize Application Installs/Updates 

OS patching and lifecycle management 

Monthly / OS Upgrades 

From Operationalization to Patch Compliance in Months 
 

Tanium Patch — Fully Managed OS Patching and Updates 

Risk assessment and vulnerability analysis 

Hygiene and policy management (firewall, a/v, intrusion detection) 

Security-focused reporting (event-driven, scheduled, dashboards) 

Remediation of specific issues/incidents  

Tanium Threat Response / Impact / Enforce — Risk and Security  


